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The rapid and continuous growth in mobile technology is simultaneously changing 

the face of business and the last twelve months have witnessed an incredible jump in the 

technology related to mobile devices.  This entire progress is making it possible to the great 

extent that a majority of people have started doing their most of the work away from PC. In 

most of the developing countries in particular, web & mobile services have proved to offer a 

unique opportunity to communicate in the best possible way. Among these valuable services, 

now-a-days social networking based websites like Facebook and Twitter have proved to be 

an asset to the users for sharing their thoughts and ideas with large amount of people 

simultaneously. 

In the past several years the use of native language for sharing views in writing has 

experienced explosive growth around the world. This has been the possible owing to the 

rapid coverage of Internet services to the entire length and breadth of this Planet.  With a 

view to share their contents & thought in their native language there has been a sea change in 

the software to offer the users.  Now most of the Mobile operating systems offer Latin 

language support that enabled the users to input text in Latin languages, followed by recently 

added language like Japanese, Chinese, Korean, etc but, so far, there has been no input 

method solutions for the users of Non-Latin languages like Hindi in Iphone.  

This is a universal truth that language barrier has always been a hurdle in any type of 

communication and it’s very difficult to learn and understand a new language.  However, it is 

fairly easy to learn few words or sentences.  Therefore, the main aim and thought behind the 

designing of this application was to make the language-learning process easy and friendly.  

Hence, this application has included a unique voice synthesis program that can guide users to 

pronounce a character, word or sentence of Hindi language.  

I have built an Iphone application “Hindi Language Keyboard With Voice Synthesis” 

on IOS 3.2, which give people opportunity to learn Hindi phonetics and to post Hindi text to 

Facebook or Twitter.  

Developing such an application, however, requires the intensive research and 

eventual solution of a number of technical challenges. These challenges vary from 

developing an innovative keyboard board mapping for the more than 110 characters of Hindi 

Language into a 55-key virtual keypad for writing, a completely new input method editor 

(IME) or Keyboard for Hindi language in Objective-C. Further, it involves addressing issues 

such as Unicode compatible standards & voice filtration. It also includes the integration of 

Facebook and Twitter API with Hindi Language keyboard.  
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This thesis, therefore, is an original and formal scholarly investigation of these 

technical challenges to develop a working and testable Iphone application “Hindi Language 

Keyboard With Voice Synthesis” for learning Hindi phonetics and sharing Hindi text. In this 

thesis, the core subject matter is addressed by providing additional detailed discussion to 

relevant technologies such as the Iphone application development, Objective-C programming 

language, voice synthesis, Facebook and Twitter API. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop an application that provides input 

method editor (IME) or keyboard for sharing of Non-Latin scripts like Hindi on social 

networking sites like Facebook or Twitter through iPhone. Therefore this application also 

deals with the facebook and twitter API for connection and Hindi text feed. Another aspect of 

this thesis is voice synthesis that can guide users to pronounce a character, word or sentence 

of Hindi language. So it plays a sounds corresponding to each character or word as the user 

typed. This application is built in Xcode iPhone SDK with interface builder and written in 

Objective-C programming language. It runs on IOS 3.2 or later (formerly iPhone OS). 

The development of such an application requires considerations and original scholarly 

contributions in the following major areas: 

1. Designing and implementing a virtual keyboard interface for Hindi Language based 

on Unicode standard.  

2. Implementing the efficient iPhone text inputting method for Hindi (i.e. Input Method 

Editors – IME.  

3. Implementing character encoding standards suitable for binary data transmission in 

wireless network. 

4. Mapping of each button on keyboard to the audio file and image for each character in 

Hindi Language.  

5. Creation of an Algorithm to follow the rules in Hindi Language as per the Unicode 

standards for character formation. 

6. Building a switch between Hindi and other language. 

7. Implementing the voice synthesis for each character in Hindi language. 

8. Adding voice filtration and sampling for more than one characters to pronounce a 

word or sentence.  

9. Integrating Facebook and Twitter API for connecting the social network websites and 

posting feed in Hindi.  

In subsequent chapters, these topics will be thoroughly and critically investigated as 

the case for a functional Hindi language learning and text sharing application is developed.  
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1.1 BENEFITS OF HINDI LANGUAGE ON IPHONE 

Now-a-days mobile applications serve an integral part of the exceptionally large 

mobile market.  It will not be out of place to mention here that these applications have, by 

and large, proved to be a useful tools for service providers to acquire due share in this large 

mobile market world.  These mobile applications now serve and perform various common 

tasks such as viewing emails, checking up social network updates, financial applications, 

games, movies, entertainment, search, maps, local business etc. etc. for their users.  People 

want to communicate instantly their feeling, any news or information relating to them, what’s 

the current place they have checked in right now, what kind of entertainment they are 

enjoying etc. besides what was the thought on their mind at that particular moment.  They 

always want to be informed regarding others in their family, friend circle, their community, 

their country, in the world and vice-versa.  This has been possible only because of these 

applications.  Anything they ever shared at any forum or any community that is on the go 

now. People interact with each other in a language used commonly and widely by the 

community they are a part of.  People love to share that goods and beds with their loved ones.   

This is a universal truth that language barrier has always been a hurdle in any type of 

communication and it’s very difficult to learn and understand a new language if it is between 

the people of two different countries and some time even between two different communities.  

However, it is fairly easy to learn few words or sentences that required for communication. 

But what would happen when one has to communicate regularly on a number of issues.  In 

that eventuality if one has some kind of device or medium that acts like a language translator 

or trainer to help in communicating people on foreign land that will serve as a lifeline.  In 

iPhone Hindi alphabets phonetics can be stored and played according to the pressed key to 

make the language-learning process easy and friendly.  

Now all the smart phone users remain connected with one another using their mobile 

phones on the go.  Everyone is registered with one or another social network that enables 

them to be kept connected with their friends.  They exchange/share audio, video, text, 

articles, links etc. over that network.  These audio or video or other forms of multimedia are 

often exchanged/shared in their native languages. They also share links and articles over the 

Internet that has other forms of multimedia in their native language. The only thing that is 

lacking is most of the times they want to share the text written in their native languages but 
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they are unable to do so.  Some of the mobile platforms like iPhone do provide support for 

using a different keyboard and enter text in other Latin languages like Chinese, Spanish, and 

Korean etc.  But still it lacks support for Non-Latin language keyboards as an input method.  

Some mobile platforms like iPhone do not even support the Non-Latin font.  Either people 

have to supply the font with the application or have to hack the IOS to add a different version 

of the true type font that is already included in the IOS. 

Some of the Non-Latin languages that rank among the top 10 languages being spoken 

worldwide includes Hindi/Urdu which rank 4
th

 amongst the spoken languages across the 

world in terms of the native speakers. There are about 182 million speakers of Hindi 

language & 60 million Urdu language of as compared to 328 million native speakers of 

English.  

Another aspect of it is the brand loyalty.  The mobile company that has support for 

native languages will definitely make people feel more connected to their demography and 

race.  For example, India being a 700 million’s mobile market is already having a stiff 

competition among the various mobile products.  This shows that India has quite a mature 

mobile market and which has a very limited success rate for a new product.  If any mobile 

product supports their native language (like Hindi which is their mother tongue) that will 

definitely occupy a prominent place in the market.  For new mobile operating systems such 

as Android, it’s a good opportunity to incorporate the support for input method for native 

languages to have some heads up in the market. For entering in such a market Android has to 

have ‘incentive-offers’ to provide with to the users so that they shift to their brand.   This 

could be in the shape of their first mover advantage over the other wide range of products. 

1.2 IPHONE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

The iPhone’s software stack is divided into a number of layers, with your application 

at the highest level of abstraction and core system services at the lowest level. From highest 

to lowest level, the stack can be summarized in Figure 1.1 and to follow:  

 Your application. 

 Cocoa Touch — Framework for developing touch screen applications: UI elements, 

event dispatching, application life cycle, etc. Also includes object wrappers around 

essential data types (strings, collections). 

 Media — Graphics, animation, sound, video. 
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Figure 1.1. IOS technology layers. 

 Core Services — Collections, strings, SQLite database, address book,  

networking, etc. 

 Core OS Layer — UNIX services, standard I/O, threads, BSD sockets, power 

management, etc. 

The starting point for any new project is the Cocoa Touch layer, and the UI Kit 

framework in particular. This layering gives you choices when it comes to implementing 

your code and mostly work with the GUI frameworks and the OO abstractions offered by the 

Cocoa Touch layer.  

1.3 IPHONE OS OVERVIEW 

iPhone OS (IOS) comprises the operating system and technologies that can run 

applications natively on devices, such as iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch. Although it shares a 

common heritage and many underlying technologies with Mac OS X, IOS was designed to 

fulfill the requirement of a mobile platform. Therefore it includes some technologies that are 

available only on iOS, such as the Multi-Touch interface and accelerometer support. 

The IOS contains the code, information, and tools you need to develop, test, run, 

debug, and tune applications.  

Tools for Application Development: 

1.  Xcode: Xcode 4 is the latest iteration of Apple’s integrated development environment 

(IDE), a complete toolset for product development, edit and debug source code, 

design user interface components, analyze and improve application performance, 

perform source control operations with the Git and Subversion source control 

systems, submit your application to the App Store, and much more. At the center of 

this toolset is the Xcode application, which provides an integrated development 

environment that actively assists you in your development tasks. 
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To develop an IOS application, create an Xcode project. A project manages all 

the information associated with your application, including the source files, user 

interface designs with the inspector and build settings needed to build your 

application. You can work on your project through the workspace window, which 

provides quick access to all the elements that make up your application.  Xcode can 

help you identify mistakes in both syntax and logic, and will even suggest fixes. 

Xcode 4 features a single window, called the workspace window, that holds 

most of the data you need (see Figure 1.2).  

 
Figure 1.2. Workspace window. 

The workspace window is divided into four major areas: the navigator area, 

the editor area, the debug area, and the utility area. 

 The navigator area is where you manage the files in your project, and other 

information, such as symbols, breakpoints, threads and stacks, warnings and 

errors, and logs about the activities you perform. 

 The editor area is where you edit source files, design user interface components, 

configure project settings, and view other project information. 

 The debug area contains panes you use to view variables in the current program 

execution scope, the threads and corresponding stacks of the running application, 

and its console output. You can also enter commands to the debugger. 

 The utility area contains inspectors you use to configure the properties of a file or 

an object, and libraries you use to add preconfigured source files or user interface 

elements, among other types of resources, to your project. 

2.  Interface Builder: Interface Builder is the editor you use to assemble your 

application’s user interface using preconfigured objects. The objects include 
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windows, controls (such as switches, text fields, and buttons), and views you use to 

represent your application’s data in specialized ways. With this editor, you position 

objects, configure their properties, and establish relationships (or connections) 

between those objects and your code. It saves you a tremendous amount of time when 

it comes to creating your application’s user interface. (See Figure 1.3). 

 
Figure 1.3. Designing a user interface component. 

Interface Builder saves your designs in documents called Nib files, which 

contain all the information IOS needs to reconstitute the same objects in your 

application at runtime. 

3.  Iphone Simulator: When you run your application to debug or test it, you can run it 

in IOS Simulator on your Mac and then on an IOS-based device. Using the simulator 

you can make sure your application behaves the way you want. After you are satisfied 

with your application’s basic behavior, you can run it on a device connected to your 

Mac. A device provides the ultimate testing environment, in which you can observe 

your application, as it will behave on your customers’ devices. (See Figure 1.4).  

1.4 OBJECTIVE C 

Objective-C is a reflective, object-oriented programming language that adds 

Smalltalk-style messaging to the c-programming language. It is used primarily as 

programming language on Apple's Mac OS X and IOS: two environments based on the 

OpenStep standard, though not compliant with it.
 
It is also used for Apple's Cocoa API, and it 
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Figure 1.4. Running an application in IOS Simulator. 

was originally the main language on NeXT’s NeXTSTEP OS. Generic Objective-C programs 

that do not use these libraries can also be compiled for any system supported by GCC.  

Objective-C is a superset of the ANSI version of the C programming language and 

supports the same basic syntax as C. As with C code, header files and source files have 

separate public declarations from the implementation.  

As in most other object-oriented languages, classes in Objective-C provide the basic 

construct for encapsulating some data with the actions that operate on that data. An object is 

a runtime instance of a class, and contains its own in-memory copy of the instance variables 

declared by that class and pointers to the methods of the class. 

The specification of a class in Objective-C requires two distinct pieces: the interface 

and the implementation. The interface portion contains the class declaration and defines the 

instance variables and methods associated with the class. The interface is usually in a .h file. 

The implementation portion contains the actual code for the methods of the class. The 

implementation is usually in a .m file. 

Figure 1.5 shows the syntax for declaring a class called MYClass, which inherits 

from Cocoa’s base class, NSObject. The class declaration begins with the @interface  
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Figure 1.5. Objective-C syntax. 

compiler directive and ends with the @end directive. Following the class is the name of the 

parent class. The instance variables of the class are declared in a code block that is delineated 

by braces ({ and }). Following the instance variable block is the list of methods declared by 

the class. A semicolon character marks the end of each instance variable and method 

declaration. 

A class in Objective-C can declare two types of methods: instance methods and class 

methods. An instance method is a method whose execution is scoped to a particular instance 

of the class.  

The declaration of a class method consists of the method type identifier, a return type, 

one or more signature keywords, and the parameter type and name information. This 

declaration is preceded by a minus (-) sign, which indicates that this is an instance method 

(see Figure 1.6).  

When you want to call a method, you do so by messaging an object. A message is the 

method signature, along with the parameter information the method needs. All messages you 

send to an object are dispatched dynamically, thus facilitating the polymorphic behavior of 

Objective-C classes. 

Messages are enclosed by brackets ([ and ]). Inside the brackets, the object receiving 

the message is on the left side and the message is on the right. For example, to send 

the insertObject:atIndex: message to an object in the myArray variable, you would use the 

following syntax: 

[myArray insertObject:anObject atIndex:0]; 
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Figure 1.6. Shows the declaration of the insertObject:atIndex: instance method. 
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CHAPTER 2 

IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1 VIEW CONTROLLER 

In iOS applications, view controllers provide a vital link between an application’s 

data and its visual appearance. Understanding when and how to use view controllers is 

crucial to the design of iOS applications. View controllers are traditional controller objects in 

the Model-View-Controller design paradigm but they also do much more. It also provides 

much of the logic needed to manage basic application behaviors. For example, view 

controllers manage the presentation and removal of content from the screen and they manage 

the reorientation of views in response to device orientation changes. 

Each view controller is responsible for managing a discrete part of your application’s 

user interface. View controllers are directly associated with a single view object but that 

object is often just the root view of a much larger view hierarchy that is also managed by the 

view controller. The view controller acts as the central coordinating agent for the view 

hierarchy, handling exchanges between its views and any relevant controller or data objects. 

A single view controller typically manages the views associated with a single screen’s worth 

of content, although in iPad applications this may not always be the case. 

Whenever you want to present content that is specific to your application, you do so 

using a custom view controller. You create custom view controllers by sub classing 

either UIViewController or UITableViewController directly and implementing the methods 

necessary to present your content. At a minimum, a custom view controller must be capable 

of presenting and managing the views associated with your custom content. You may also 

need to implement other view controller methods to customize behaviors such as rotation, 

memory management, event handling, and to interact with other view controllers in your 

application. 

Figure 2.1 shows the custom_keyboardViewController’s view that contains text view 

and 4 buttons.  These buttons are used to perform actions such as facebook feed, twitter feed,  
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Figure 2.1. Custom_keyboardViewController view. 
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dismissing the keyboard and speaking.  The text view in a view controller can use 

UITextField class methods and notifications.    

2.2 UITEXTVIEW  

The UITextView class implements the behavior for a scrollable, multiline text region. 

The class supports the display of text using a custom font, color, and alignment and also 

supports text editing. It is used typically to display multiple lines of text, such as when 

displaying the body of a large text document. This class does not support multiple styles for 

text. The font, color, and text alignment attributes can be specify to display the entire 

contents of the text view.  

2.2.1 Managing the Keyboard  

When the user taps in an editable text view, that text view becomes the first responder 

and automatically asks the system to display the associated keyboard. The appearance of the 

keyboard has the potential to obscure portions of interface therefore the interface should be 

design in such a way so that no views get obscured. It could also implement 

UITextViewDelegate protocol that defines a set of optional methods that can use to receive 

editing related messages for UITextView objects.  

It is your application’s responsibility to dismiss the keyboard at the time of your 

choosing. You might dismiss the keyboard in response to a specific user action, such as the 

user tapping a particular button in your user interface like done button in our view controller. 

To dismiss the keyboard, send the resignFirstResponder message to the text view that is 

currently the first responder. Doing so causes the text view object to end the current editing 

session (with the delegate object’s consent) and hide the keyboard. 

The appearance of the keyboard itself can be customized using the properties 

provided by the UITEXTInputTraits protocol. Text view objects implement this protocol and 

support the properties it defines. You can use these properties to specify the type of keyboard 

(ASCII, Numbers, URL, Email, and others) to display. You can also configure the basic text 

entry behavior of the keyboard, such as whether it supports automatic capitalization and 

correction of the text. 
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2.2.2 Keyboard Notification 

When the system shows or hides the keyboard, it posts several keyboard notifications. 

These notifications contain information about the keyboard, including its size, which you can 

use for calculations that involve repositioning or resizing views. Registering for these 

notifications is the only way to get some types of information about the keyboard.  

The system delivers the following notifications for keyboard-related events: 

 UIKeyboardWillShowNotification 

 UIKeyboardDidShowNotification 

 UIKeyboardWillHideNotification 

 UIKeyboardDidHideNotification 

In Figure 2.2 UIKeyboardWillShowNotification use to call the method 

KeyboardWillShow method. So whenever use taps on the text view KeyboardWillShow 

method get comes into the picture via UIKeyboardWillShowNotification. 

 
Figure 2.2. UIKeyboardWillShowNotification. 

In Figure 2.3 UIKeyboardWillShow method is describe in which first it find the main 

keyboard through UITextEffectsWindow description and then add the globe button on the 

keyboard which performs the change keyboard action on pressed event.  
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Figure 2.3. UIKeyboardWillShow method. 
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2.3 KEYBOARD VIEW 

In Figure 2.4 the keyboard view is shown in which all the alphabets from Hindi 

language along with globe icon, delete key and shift key are placed on the keyboard view 

controller in the form of buttons. These buttons perform different types of actions to make 

the keyboard functional. These actions are divided into 4 parts (see Figure 2.5): 

1. Switching Keyboard Actions.  

2. Printing Alphabets and Vowels Actions. 

3. Voice Synthesis Actions. 

4. Facebook And Twitter Feed Actions.  

 
Figure 2.4. Keyboard view. 
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Figure 2.5. The buttons perform different types of actions to make the keyboard 

functional.  

2.3.1 Switching Keyboard Actions 

In Figure 2.6 switching keyboard actions load the nib file in the main bundle and then 

add it to the main view by calling addSubview method of view controller and similarly it can 

remove from the main view by calling removeFromSuperview method.  These nib file  (Next 

interface builder file) also known as xib file and they are design in interface builder. The 

change_keyboard action is switching the Hindi keyboard with the English keyboard and the 

hide_keyboard action is hiding the Hindi keyboard and get back to English keyboard. The 

show_vowels and show_alphabets actions are just switching between the Hindi alphabets and 

vowels.   

2.3.2 Printing Alphabets and Vowels Actions 

In Figure 2.7 the print actions convert the Ascii code into corresponding Hindi 

characters through dictionary and display in the view controller text field. It also appends the 

Hindi character by using stringByAppendingString method and stores each character into a 

buffer.    

 

Switching Keyboard 

Actions 

Voice Synthesis 

Actions 

Printing 

Alphabets and 

Vowels Actions 

Facebook and 

Twitter Feed 

Actions 

Hindi Language Keyboard          

Application Delegate 
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Figure 2.6. Switching keyboard actions code. 
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Figure 2.7. Printing alphabets and vowels actions code. 
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2.3.3 Voice Synthesis Actions 

In Figure 2.8 the voice synthesis actions use AVAudioPlayerDelegate protocol to 

play Hindi phonetics sound. First it creates AVAudioPlayer and then load the content in it. It 

uses play method to play the sound file. The sound file is located by the fileUrlWithPath 

method and then loaded into bundle.  These action also implement 

audioPlayerDidFinishPlaying method from the AVAudioPlayerDelegate protocol that called 

when sound has finished playing. In audioPlayerDidFinishPlaying method the buffer created 

in the application delegate for storing Hindi phonetics of all the typed character is used to 

play the Hindi phonetics for a Hindi sentence or word.  

Figure 2.8. Voice synthesis actions code. 

2.3.4 Facebook and Twitter Feed Actions 

In Figure 2.9 the Facebook and Twitter feed actions use the secret key to connect to 

Facebook and Twitter through their API.  On the user authenticates the connection is setup 

and then the method setStatus and sendUpdate used for posting feed on Facebook and twitter 

respectively.  It stores the user data in the form of sessions.    
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Figure 2.9. Facebook and Twitter feed actions code. 

2.4 FONT RENDERING ENGINE 

The font rendering is the task of including all those characters in the language that are 

not present on the keyboard but are formed by the combination of one or two other 

characters. It formulates the rules of combining the characters in the language in accordance 

with the Unicode standards for that particular language. In our case, there are a certain rules 

that Devanagari script follows to replace certain characters and form matras that can be 

placed after or before the other consonant characters. 

The basic structure of the font rendering engine would be to render the characters in 

accordance to the rules of Devanagari Unicode standards. It also should take this rendered 
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text as an input and then map it to Unicode characters to be sent to any third party 

applications on the internet that have basic rendering engine to show Unicode characters. 

These third party applications could be browsers, or other mobile apps that share data over 

the internet. Another part of the rendering engine is also responsible to collect the data 

coming from any third party applications that are sending in Unicode data to our rendering 

engine. Now, the rendering engine must check the data for the presence of Devanagari based 

Unicode characters and convert them back to the font based decimal code points to be 

viewed on the iPhone mobile’s application side. 

The overall architecture of the Font Rendering Engine can be described by the  

Figure 2.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Functions to be performed by Font Rendering Engine. 
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2.5 FONT TO UNICODE RENDERING ENGINE  

The other part of the rendering engine is the Font to Unicode conversion. This is 

termed as a Font to Unicode Rendering Engine which serves as a sub-engine to the Font 

Rendering Engine as a whole. This is the rendering engine which works in conjunction with 

the rendering engine that stays on the IME side. The Font to Unicode Rendering Engine 

resides on the application side. It successfully reads all the Primary Codes (Decimal Code 

Points) from the Keyboard layout XML file and maps them to the respective Unicode forms 

(see Figure 2.11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Main Font Rendering Engine is composed of three sub-rendering 

engines. 
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Now, to map each of the character with a font, the font DCP needs to be mapped to 

the Percentage Character Encoding of URIs. For this we set up a rendering engine that maps 

the already rendered text from the IME to the PCE. This in Java is done with the help of 

HashMap. Each character is mapped to the respective PCE. Then the already input text from 

the IME is read character by character and sends to this rendering engine to be converted to 

their respective PCE. This text is then added as a parameter to the REST API of the third 

party application and sent through the network. 

2.6 SCRIPT DETECTION ENGINE 

Now comes the third sub-engine of the Font Rendering engine as a whole. It is called 

Script Detection Engine. So far we have considered the case in which the script needs to be 

rendered in accordance to the Devanagari Script rules, this part was done on the IME side, 

next we had to match up the application to send data to the third party applications which do 

not use the font that is included in our application, so the data had to be rendered to the 

Unicode DCPs. Now, we’ll consider the case in which any third party application has to send 

data to our application and our application should render those Unicode DCPs correctly to be 

shown on the application properly. 

To have the text sent to the application by any other application through the internet, 

we have to consider the case of language detection first. In this case, we’ll check the text for 

the presence of Unicode that belong to the data set of the Devanagari script. Another thing 

we have to do in this engine is to run a reverse rendering procedure in which we’ll detect the 

combinations of neighboring Unicode characters for the formation of Half characters of some 

special form of characters that are formed by the combination of two or more Unicode 

characters together. In this matter, they also have to be transformed back to the Font DCPs 

which may be having a single DCP that belongs to a group of Unicode characters together. 

In the first case, we detect the presence of Devanagari Script characters in the text; 

first of all we parse down the response from the REST API which in our case is a JSON 

Array string. This string when read and converted to the JSON array, the Unicode characters 

transform to some garbage characters. First of all, to stop them from being turning into 

garbage characters, we have to change the string to change to Unicode alphabets which are of 

the form \u0939\u094D\u0934 to some other form so that when turning them on to JSON 
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object, the garbage characters are not produced. For that we decode the whole string 

character by character and replace each ‘\u’ with ‘Lu’. Now, when transforming the same to 

JSON object, the garbage characters will not be formed and we’ll be able to check for the 

presence of Devanagari scripts still as we can still detect the presence of Lu0939, Lu094D & 

Lu0934 as Devanagari script characters.  

Secondly, we’ll parse the JSON array for all the text messages and iterate the strings 

character by character to locate any combinations of Lu09__ forms to detect for the 

Devanagari characters. Now, we have to map these characters to Font DCPs. To do that, we 

have a Hash Map that maps all the Unicode characters to their respective font DCPs. We 

check for the presence of a particular Unicode character in the hash map and replace them 

with its Font DCP. These still not give us a proper rendered text to be displayed on the phone 

screen. This is because still the users will be able to see the Hindi characters on the screen 

but still they are not rendered in accordance with the Devanagari script rules. 

So, at last, we need an algorithm that works at the backend and works in the reverse 

rendering procedure as we did in the previous phase. This engine will be responsible to 

convert all the Unicode character combinations which should form some half form or a 

special character and replace those combinations of inputs with the half forms and the special 

characters. These special character glyphs though not found in the Unicode, we have all of 

those glyphs in the Font to be displayed on the mobile screen. 

In this way, we complete the procedure of rendering characters on the application 

side. This is a separate Engine that works by the applications side. The application makes use 

of its services for text decoding and reformation to be displayed on the phone screen. 

2.7 DEVANAGARI SCRIPT RULES 

This section of the thesis discusses in more detail the rules that need to be followed 

for the rendering of characters in the Devanagari Script. 

“The Devanagari block of the Unicode Standard is based on ISCII-1988 (Indian 

Script Code for Information Interchange). The ISCII standard of 1988 differs from and is an 

update of earlier ISCII standards issued in 1983 and 1986 ” [1]. Devanagari characters 

change form combining with one or more characters following them. The appearance of the 

characters is purely based on the ordering of the characters that means their sequence in 
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which they are input does matter. Some of the Devanagari script characters also change the 

ordering or the sequence in which they were input [1]. 

The Devanagari script has certain Consonant letters. These consonants may also be 

represented in their half-forms. Some of the Devanagari consonant does not have a half-form 

but most of them do have one. The half form of these consonants does look alike to their 

original forms with the vertical stem missing as of most of the cases. Some consonants have 

a half-form that depends upon one of their neighboring characters or consonants [1]. 

There are also certain vowels for Devanagari script which usually combines with their 

neighboring consonants. These vowels being separate characters still reside in the same 

vertical line of view of the consonants they precede. These are also used for writing syllables 

which start with one of these letters. The Devanagari Vowel Letters are represented in Figure 

2.12 [1]. 

 
Figure 2.12. Vowel letters in Devanagari. Source: ACHARYA, 

Davangari script. Acharya, http://acharya.iitm.ac.in/sanskrit/ 

offline/devan.pdf, accessed October 2011, n.d.  

The ‘Virama’ or ‘Halant’ is also an important character of the Devanagari script. It 

precedes any consonant letter from the devanagari script and can change the consonant to its 

half form based on the preceding consonant. 
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The Devanagari Rules are as demonstrated below. 

Rule 1: “When a consonant precedes a VIRAMA , it is considered to be a dead 

consonant . A consonant that does not precede VIRAMA is considered to be a live 

consonant” [1]. (See Figure 2.13). 

 
Figure 2.13. Rule 1. 

Rule 2: “If the dead consonant precedes a consonant, then it is replaced by the 

superscript nonspacing mark, which is positioned so that it applies to the logically subsequent 

element in the memory representation” [1]. (See Figure 2.14).  

 
Figure 2.14. Rule 2. 

Rule 3: “If the superscript mark is to be applied to a dead consonant and that dead 

consonant is combined with another consonant to form a conjunct ligature, then the mark is 

positioned so that it applies to the conjunct ligature form as a whole” [1]. (See Figure 2.15).  

 
Figure 2.15. Rule 3. 

Rule 4: “If the superscript mark is to be applied to a dead consonant that is 

subsequently replaced by its half-consonant form, then the mark is positioned so that it 

applies to the form that serves as the base of the consonant cluster” [1]. (See Figure 2.16).  

 
Figure 2.16. Rule 4. 

Rule 5: “Except for the dead consonant, when a dead consonant precedes the live 

consonant, then dead consonant is replaced with its nominal form and RA is replaced by the 

subscript nonspacing mark, which is positioned so that it applies to consonant” [1]. (See 

Figure 2.17).  
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Figure 2.17. Rule 5. 

Rule 6: “For certain consonants, the mark may graphically combine with the 

consonant to form a conjunct ligature form. These combinations, such as the one shown here, 

are further addressed by the ligature rules described shortly” [1]. (See Figure 2.18).  

 
Figure 2.18. Rule 6 

Rule 7: “If a dead consonant (other than itself) precedes it, then the substitution of  

RA for nonspacing mark is performed as described above; however, the VIRAMA that 

formed dead consonant remains so as to form a dead consonant conjunct form” [1]. (See 

Figure 2.19).  

 
Figure 2.19. Rule 7a. 

“A dead consonant conjunct form that contains an absorbed dead consonant may 

subsequently combine to form a multipart conjunct form” [1]. (See Figure 2.20).  

 
Figure 2.20. Rule 7b. 

Rule 8: “Other modifying marks, in particular bindus and svaras, apply to the 

orthographic syllable as a whole and should follow (in the memory representation) all other 

characters that constitute the syllable. The bindus should follow any vowel signs, and the 

svaras should come last. The relative placement of these marks is horizontal rather than 

vertical; the horizontal rendering order may vary according to typographic concerns” [1]. 

(See Figure 2.21).  

 
Figure 2.21. Rule 8. 
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Rule 9: “If a dead consonant immediately precedes another dead consonant or a live 

consonant, then the first dead consonant may join the subsequent element to form a two-part 

conjunct ligature form” [1]. (See Figure 2.22).  

 
Figure 2.22. Rule 9. 

Rule 10: “A conjunct ligature form can itself behave as a dead consonant and enter 

into further, more complex ligatures” [1]. (See Figure 2.23).  

 
Figure 2.23. Rule 10a. 

A conjunct ligature form can also produce a half-form [1]. (See Figure 2.24). 

 
Figure 2.24. Rule 10b. 

Rule 11: “If a nominal consonant or conjunct ligature form precedes nonspacial mark 

as a result of the application of rule 5, then the consonant or ligature form may join with 

nonspacial mark to form a multipart conjunct ligature” [1]. (See Figure 2.25).  

 
Figure 2.25. Rule 11. 

Rule 12: “In some cases, other combining marks will combine with a base consonant, 

either attaching at a nonstandard location or changing shape. In minimal rendering, there are 

only two cases: RAl with Uvs or UUvs ” [1]. (See Figure 2.26).  

 
Figure 2.26. Rule 12. 

Rule 13: “When the dependent vowel is used to override the inherent vowel of a 

syllable, it is always written to the extreme left of the orthographic syllable. If the 

orthographic syllable contains a consonant cluster, then this vowel is always depicted to the 

left of that cluster” [1]. (See Figure 2.27).  
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Figure 2.27. Rule 13. 

Rule 14: “The presence of an explicit virama (either caused by a ZWNJ or by the 

absence of a conjunct in the font) blocks this reordering, and the dependent vowel Ivs is 

rendered after the rightmost such explicit virama” [1]. (See Figure 2.28).  

 
Figure 2.28. Rule 14. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS DEMONSTRATION 

This chapter displays the results as rendering Hindi text on Facebook and Twitter 

feed through Hindi Language Keyboard from iPhone. In such application, the Facebook and 

Twitter API are integrated with iPhone applications through their respective SDK.  Initially 

the Hindi text is typed through the Hindi keyboard and then it can be posted on Facebook 

wall or Twitter Feed. 

Web accessible APIs provide a wealth of resources for extending the functionality of 

your iPhone apps. These APIs tend to be consumed in two primary data formats: XML and 

JSON. The iPhone SDK has built-in support for XML parsing, but we will be use JSON 

support in this iOS application to post content on twitter and Facebook.  

3.1 FACEBOOK IMPLEMENTATION 

The Facebook iPhone SDK is an open source platform used for Facebook integration 

on iPhone based mobile applications. For iPhone applications FacebookConnect is the only 

way to integrate Facebook social features. Facebook team has developed this SDK for 

iPhone. 

Basic steps for publishing a feed are: 

1.  Download the SDK. 

2.  Add the connect source file in your project. 

3.  Update the settings to make FBConnect.h in you header path. 

4.  In the controller class create session member variable and implement delegate 

methods. 

5.  Create a login button to show the login prompt. 

6.  Once logged in, prepare an attachment as JSON string and show the feed dialog. 

For user login Authentication, the Facebook iPhone SDK has tools to connect the 

Facebook’s OAuth Authentication 2.0 that keeps up the users session and once the user 

session is valid, we can share the content on Facebook wall. We also need to ask the user for 

the permissions that he has to allow in the very beginning as soon as he/she logs in. These 
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permissions include all the data that the user has shared in his/her privacy settings on 

Facebook & the permission to post something on users wall.  

The Facebook SDK includes an AsyncRunner class that process the parameters sent 

as a part of the URI on a UI Thread. Thus as soon as we send the data to the facebook 

account as a message in the URI of their REST API, the thread in the backend creates a 

connection, checks for the user session, post the message on the users wall and finally gives 

back a positive response when the comment has been posted. 

3.2 TWITTER IMPLEMENTATION 

You can integrate Twitter via Twitter API that requires OAuth library. 

The OAuth requires web-browser in any form. All the other parts can be done without web-

browser, but authentication requires it. In fact, Twitter offers another authentication method 

called xAuth. You can authenticate completely in background without browser with this 

protocol, but you have to be approved about using of this protocol from Twitter via direct 

contact. The OAuth library doesn’t offer any better security or protection, but this is the only 

card that can use without trust from Twitter. 

Basically the steps for publishing a feed are: 

1.  Download the Twitter-OAuth-iPhone library and drag the folder entitled 

“Twitter+OAuth” into the “Other Sources” folder.  

2.  Add the libxml2 library in your framework. 

3. Declare the NSXMLParserDelegate protocol in your controller. 

4.  Import SA_OAuthTwiiterController.h and declare SA_OAuthTwitterEngine. 

5.  Define Twitter API OAuth credentials like consumer key and secret key. 

6.  Launch the Twitter Login screen. 

3.3 SCREENSHOTS FOR RESULT DEMONSTRATION 

In this section Figure 3.1 shows the Facebook login screen for posting Hindi text and 

the Facebook wall with Hindi text as output while Figure 3.2 shows Twitter login screen and 

twitted Hindi text as output. 

3.4 FUTURE WORK IN THE FIELD 

The part of rendering the characters is done in this thesis and one can simply call the 

functions in the rendering engine to be used with any application. The future work in this  
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Figure 3.1. Hindi keyboard application login page for Facebook and the posted Hindi 

text. 
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Figure 3.2. Hindi keyboard application login page for Twitter and the twitted Hindi 

Text. 
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field could be to provide support for more number of languages. As soon as the same 

approach is taken for the support of more number of languages, the rendering engine will 

work fine. It’s like adding support for various different Non-Latin languages to increase its 

range of functionality. For adding support for other languages as well, one just has to use that 

language specific font, add the rendering engine for that specific language and it’s good to 

go. Another future work could be to share the Hindi text on other platform like Google +, 

LinkedIn. We just need to communicate with these web applications through their API to 

post the text.   

3.5 LIMITATIONS 

Like every task there are a few limitations in the working of Hindi Language 

Keyboard and the Rendering engine. One of the limitations is that the number of buttons is 

limited. All the buttons cannot be represented on just one page. The keyboard developed in 

this thesis consists of two view controllers to display all the characters and symbols. Some of 

the characters that are present on the Hindi Keyboard for the support of Marathi language as 

well cannot fit in the space leading to the support of just Hindi language. Another limitation 

is that the font doesn’t have some of the special characters that are formed by combining 

some Unicode characters. These characters cannot be displayed, as the font doesn’t have the 

glyph for those characters. Though it is not important at all because those characters are the 

most uncommon to use. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

There had been a number of challenges in building a complete solution for sharing 

and learning Hindi Language through Hindi Language Keyboard on iPhone. This application 

addresses those fundamental and technical challenges and introduced the first time Hindi 

language keyboard for the iPhone. In this application user can share Hindi text on Facebook 

or Twitter through their API and learn how to pronounce a Hindi phrase or alphabets.   

There had been various problems while mapping certain characters from font to 

Unicode and vice-versa. These problems include the formation of garbage characters while 

reading Hindi language input. All such problems were resolved and a very accurate working 

rendering engine was developed. The rendering engine has been tested for various inputs and 

also for posting any Hindi characters to the Facebook and the application performed very 

well. 

In this Thesis, a vision for more future works in this area has been created and multi-

level language structured was used that can be implemented on any platform that doesn’t 

support Objective-c as a base programming language. Another future work could be to share 

the Hindi text on platform like Google +, LinkedIn. We just need to communicate with these 

web applications through their API and further improvement could also have voice rendering 

engines and text predictive or auto suggesting technologies added to the rendering engine. 

The thesis as a whole is an iPhone application that provides the users a complete 

solution for sharing and learning Hindi language through iPhone. It interacts with other third 

party applications like facebook and twitter for sharing data and has voice phonetics to 

pronounce Hindi character or phrases.                       
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